Therapeutic Equipment - Tricycles
The stability, ease of pedaling and range of adaptations make these
tricycles both useful and fun for a wide range of children with various
degrees of disabilities.
Hand brakes allow the child to pedal
backward when necessary for maneuvering
in tight places.
Flexible
hand brake
adjustments.
The rear-wheel-drive
feature places the pedals
directly under the seat,
providing and easier
motion than front-wheeldrive tricycles.
JM1

This eight-year-old boy with CP can
pedal and steer the ToniCross Tricycle
independently, even though he is unable to
walk without external support. Shown here
with optional trunk support (JM2B), leg
supports (JM2L), and foot supports (JM2F).
TM
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Tricycles - Therapeutic Equipment
ToniCrossTM Tricycles
Kaye Products is pleased to offer the ToniCross Tricycles, which are made in France. These tricycles have
been specifically designed for children with developmental disabilities. A great deal of effort in design and
manufacturing has been made to make them appropriate for children from 2 1/2 years of age through adolescence.
TM

These tricycles are chain driven from a rear wheel, which places the foot pedals directly under the seat. This
provides an easier motion than front wheel drive tricycles. Hand brakes allow ease in braking and the ability to
move the tricycle backward by pedaling backward.

Leg Abductors are generally used in combination with the foot supports to
align the leg from the hip to the ankle. The abductor controls adduction and
internal rotation of the hip.

Foot Supports with ankle and toe straps keep the feet on the pedals so
that the reciprocal movements that the child makes in pedaling are directed
toward moving the trike forward.

The Back Support can be placed low around the pelvis or high around
the trunk to provide the needed postural control. If needed, two units can
be used on the same upright to provide trunk and pelvic support.

Model Features		JM1				JM2				JM3			
Fits leg length or inseam

15” to 17.5”			

17.5” to 22.5”			

22.5” to 27.5”

Seat				Height adjustable		Height adjustable		Height adjustable
Handlebars			

Height adjustable 		

Height adjustable 		

Height adjustable

Hand brake			

Right or left			

Right or left			

Right or left		

Available Accessories												
Foot supports			
				

JM1-F adjusts			
3” to 4”w 			

Back support			

JM1-B				JM2-B				JM3-B			

Leg abductor			

JM2-F adjusts			
3.5” to 4.5”w			

JM3-F adjusts
4” to 5”w

JM1-L				JM2-L				JM3-L
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